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Science and Policy:
What is the role of the scientist?

http://www.ispex.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/science001.jpg



Science and Policy

Policy for Science

• Active intervention of the state 
in the process of knowledge 
creation, innovation and 
commercialization

• e.g. National innovation systems 
(NSERC, Genome Canada) , 
human capital

Science for Policy

• Use of scientific knowledge in 
the formation of public policy

• e.g. Expert advice to 
policy makers, scientists as a 
stakeholder group in public 
debate

Source: Milind Kandlikar, 2015



Elements of Policy Design

Birkland, T.A. (2005) An Introduction to the Policy Process, 2nd ed. Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe., p. 160)

Element Questions to ask

Goals What are the goals of the policy? To eliminate a problem? To alleviate a problem but not
entirely eliminate it? To keep a problem from getting worse?

Causal model What is the causal model? Do we know that, if we do X, Y will result? How do we know 
this? If we don’t know, how can we find out?

Tools What tools or instruments will be used to put the policy into effect? Will they be more or 
less coercive? Will they rely more on incentives, persuasion, or information? Capacity 
building?

Targets Whose behavior is supposed to change? Are there direct and indirect targets? Are design
choices predicated on our social construction of the target population?

Implementation How will the program be implemented? Who will lay out the implementation system? Will 
a top-down or bottom-up design be selected? Why?



Types of Policy Influence

Lindquist, E. (2001). Discerning Policy Influence: Framework for a Strategic Evaluation 
of IDRC-Supported Research.





Conceptual                                                                                              Instrumental

Continuum of Research Use

Awareness
Knowledge 

and 
understanding

Attitudes, 
perceptions, 

ideas

Practice and 
policy change

Nutley, S. M., Walter, I., & Davies, H. T. (2007). Using evidence: How research can inform public services. Policy press.



Wright, D. (2013). Bridging the Gap Between Scientists and Policy Makers: Whither Geospatial?. Presented at the 
Geospatial World Forum, Rotterdam. Retrieved from http://slideshare.net/deepseadawn/gwf-policy















YOUR POLICY CHALLENGE

Image source: http://mosaichealth.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/group-exercise.jpg



Theories of Change

http://www.lawpracticetoday.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/making-change-stick-lessons-
learned-from-changing-the-biglaw-pricing-dynamic.jpg



Pathways for Change

Stachowiak, S. (2009). Pathways for Change. Organizational Research Services.





Landacre Research (2012). MLP: Insights into social and technological change.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VtokMi8JrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VtokMi8JrU


Strategies for Change 
through an MLP Lens

• Develop niche innovation

• Align niche innovations

• Target regime directly

• Observe landscape pressure, take advantage of windows of 
opportunity

• Change the landscape



Proposition Design

http://businessoflawblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/legal-department-value-metrics.jpg



Value Proposition Canvas

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/downloads/value_proposition_canvas.pdf
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Thank You!

Steve Williams  steve@constructive.net @constructive

Blair Simonite blair.simonite@sauder.ubc.ca
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Value Proposition 
Design





Impolite question

Who cares? 

What do they actually care about?

How do you find out?
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Your idea or 
concept

Gain 
creators

Pain 
relievers

Value Proposition Design

Gains –
concrete 
benefits

Pains – bad 
outcomes, risks, 
obstacles they 

face

Jobs that 
stakeholders 
need to get 

done

The value you bring. What stakeholders 
care about.



Discovery & validation

The OUTCOME: a fit between what policy you 
propose, and what matters to stakeholders.

The PROCESS:
• Hypothesize the gains, pains, and jobs to be done 

for your stakeholders (& which ones are most 
important to them!).

• Test your hypotheses.  
• Draw conclusions and validate, invalidate, or 

pivot. 



Stakeholder decision network

Can you identify the multiple 
players in your stakeholder 
network?

Their roles?

And how they inter-connect?



Stakeholder Roles

End users/participants

Influencers

Recommenders

Funding
controllers

Decision
maker(s)

Beneficiary

Saboteurs



Stakeholder Influence Map - example





Lost jobs

Lost jobs

Better health outcomes

Reduced biopsy 
cost



Activity – Value prop hypotheses
1. Identify some key stakeholders (no more 
than 3 for this exercise).  What role does 
each play?  

2. Hypothesize what matters to them in 
respect of your concept.  
• What jobs do they need to get done, or 

what outcomes are really important to 
them?

• What pains (bad outcomes, risks, 
obstacles) do they need to overcome?  

• What gains do they want to achieve, or 
benefits they are seeking?  

• Rank your hypotheses in order of 
importance (to the stakeholders!).


